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Abstract. The study of recommender systems based upon implicit binary purchase data constitutes an under-investigated area. The objective of this study is
to evaluate configuration options of memory-based collaborative filtering (CF)
for generating recommendations based upon online binary purchase data with
different characteristics. First different algorithm configurations are identified.
More specifically, three important algorithm parameters are investigated: the data reduction technique, the user- versus item-based CF and the similarity measure. Results on synthetic datasets show that these three factors influence the accuracy results of an algorithm. In a second analysis, extended experiments are
set up to gain more insight into the influence of input data characteristics on the
relative success of the CF configuration options. In particular, three input characteristics, sparsity level, item purchase distribution and item/user ratio are manipulated to analyze the impact on the algorithm’s best configuration. Results
show that the best performing algorithm is consistent, independently from the
input data characteristics.
Keywords: Collaborative filtering, purchase data, synthetic data, evaluation
metrics, data reduction, similarly measure

1 Introduction
In a typical E-commerce setting a customer receives an overload of information. In these situations, it is impossible for a customer to make optimal or even good product evaluations and
purchase decisions. To cope with this overload of information, recommendation systems are
designed. Besides the clear advantage for the customers, E-tailors also benefit from these systems, because they increase sales, revenue and loyalty [1].
A common used technique in recommendation systems is collaborative filtering (CF). CF
systems propose a personalized set of items based on the customer’s past behavior and activities of its peers. A good overview of the main existing algorithms is given in [2] and [3]. In a
vast part of the literature, recommendations are based upon explicit customers’ ratings [4].
These systems base product propositions upon ratings explicitly given by customers and its
peers on a rating scale. Although these ratings clearly represent the customer’s preference, it
demands the user’s effort, time and cost [5]. Additionally, results can be biased because customers have difficulties expressing their interest, leading to arbitrarily given or incorrect ratings. In most systems only a small fraction of the products purchased is rated, resulting in only
a partial view of a customer when using explicit data [6].

To overcome these problems, implicit ratings can be used [6]. In contrast to explicit ratings,
implicit ratings do not require user feedback, but derive affinity with items from actual user
behavior. In an online retail setting characterized by a broad, deep and fast-changing product
offering, explicit feedback is often hard to (sufficiently) collect. The collection of implicit feedback, on the other hand, is objective and non-intrusive. Implicit ratings come in all kinds of
forms. For an overview we refer to Palanivel and Sivakumar [6]. In this study binary purchase
data is used as a recommendation basis [7, 8]. In contrast to recommender systems based on
explicit user feedback, systems using implicit purchase information remain under-investigated.
Purchases are an important KPI for every commercial company, which makes it interesting to
investigate a recommender based on purchase data.
The proposed study investigates recommendation systems based on implicit binary purchase
data. In particular, different variations of the memory-based collaborative filtering algorithm
are tested on binary purchase datasets having distinct input characteristics. Based on this setup,
an experimental design is constructed to analyze the impact of input characteristics of a purchase dataset on the optimal algorithm configuration.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses some related
work to better grasp the background of this study. A third section describes the setup of the
experimental design. A fourth section presents the accuracy results based on 54 synthetic datasets. Finally, section five highlights the conclusions and next steps of the project.

2 Related Research
Recommendation systems use available customer information to create relevant personalized
product suggestions. These recommendations can be based on different kinds of data. A typical
classification of algorithms is presented by Bobadilla et al. [3]. First, content-based systems use
past buying behavior of a customer to link these purchases to similar products based on characteristics. Second, demographic-based systems exploit socio-demographic data to predict relevant recommendations based on similarity in customers’ characteristics. Third, collaborative
filtering algorithms use past behavior of a customer, but, in contrast to content-based systems,
they do not use product characteristics. Collaborative systems identify customers exhibiting the
same behavior. Based on actions of these peers, products are suggested. Fourth, by combining
different algorithms, hybrid solutions can be created, using different kinds of data to optimize
the performance of the algorithms.
This study uses collaborative filtering algorithms based upon implicit binary purchase datasets pre-processed by a data reduction technique, as further elaborated in this related research.

2.1 Implicit Binary Purchase Data
The collaborative filtering literature typically refers to situations in which a customer expresses
a preference by giving an explicit rating to a certain item [4]. In these cases recommendations
are based upon the ratings explicitly given by a customer. As discussed in the introduction,
using explicit data can have some flaws.
This study focuses though on implicit data and in particular on binary purchase data [7, 8].
This particular information, directly related to purchase behavior remains under-investigated in
literature. As in the general case of recommender systems, algorithms possibly suffer from
problems related to the input characteristics of the binary purchase matrix [9]. This study investigates sparsity, purchase distribution and item/user ratio.

Sparsity. A common recommender problem is the curse of dimensionality [9]. Typically an
input matrix is very sparse, since a customer only buys a limited number of products and so
products are only purchased by a limited number of customers. CF configurations tend to have
difficulties with this scalability and sparsity, possibly influencing the model performance. A
sparser input dataset leads in many cases to a decrease in accuracy and coverage of the proposed algorithm [9]. Typically datasets are very sparse, indicating this characteristic could
indeed be an important factor to bear in mind.
Purchase Distribution. A second possible input characteristic problem is the distribution of
purchases. Typically some items are very popular, but most products are only bought a few
times. CF has the tendency to be less accurate towards the long tail and promoting the popular
products [10].
Item/User Ratio. A third factor influencing the performance of CF is the item/user ratio. In
settings with a low item/user ratio, it might be beneficial to use item-based algorithms since
they are less computationally expensive. Moreover a user-based algorithm could be preferable
in a setting with a high item/users ratio [11]. On top can the prediction accuracy of an algorithm
depend on the ratio between items and users.

2.2 Data Reduction
Data reduction has as indirect advantage that sparsity is reduced [9]. One of the possibilities is
using data reduction in the pre-processing phase of the algorithm’s building process [5]. Although very popular in an explicit ratings context, reduction techniques are less used on implicit
binary data [8, 12,13], while other fields of research frequently use binary reduction techniques
[4, 14].
In this study reduction techniques are only used as pre-possessing step of the collaborative
filtering procedure to gain efficiency and memory. Although direct imputation methods based
on decomposed matrices are used in the past, this technique is not replicated in this study. The
main reason for not using the direct method is the structure of the input matrix. Since direct
imputations have as goal to estimate blanks in the original matrix and our input matrix only
contains 0/1’s, no purchase/purchase, and no missing values, direct imputation is less useful.
Four data reduction techniques are used in the pre-processing phase of the algorithm building process. Three popular reduction techniques in literature are singular value decomposition
(SVD) [5], nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [4] and logistic principal component analysis (LPCA) [15]. These methods will be used in this study. Additionally a fourth reduction
technique, correspondence analysis (CA), is applied. This method is conceptually similar to
PCA, but can only be applied to binary data [16]. CA is never used in recommendation settings.
Next to the reduced input matrices, the non-reduced purchase matrix is used as input.

2.3 Memory Based Collaborative Filtering
This paper focuses on memory-based collaborative filtering based on binary purchase data.
Memory based CF is one of the two main distinctions in CF. In contrast to model-based CF [2],
memory-based CF does not estimate a model to make recommendations. It only uses the useritem input matrix to calculate recommendations [17].
Until today memory-based CF remains one of the most popular algorithms in literature. The
fact that it is only using the user-item matrix as input is a big advantage, since no extra data has
to be gathered. The algorithm uses actual customer behavior as input for making the recom-

mendations. Based on the user-item matrix, similarity is calculated and predictions are often
based on the k-nearest neighbor algorithm [17].
CF Methods. Two possible distinctions exist in terms of the used CF method. An algorithm
can be user- or item-based. The former type of system calculates similarity between customers.
Products are proposed to users based on the behavior of their nearest neighbors [17]. In contrast, an item-based system calculates similarity between products and proposes similar items
compared to the items purchased by a customer.
Similarity Measure. To identify nearest neighbors, similarity has to be calculated. In literature,
many measures are considered [18]. In binary data settings cosine, Pearson correlation [13] and
Jaccard’s similarity [19] are often used. In contrast to cosine and Pearson correlation similarity,
Jaccard’s measure is based on set theory and can only be used on binary data.
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Equations (1) and (2) represent respectively the cosine and Pearson correlation similarity
measures. In these formulas
and
represent the purchase of item i by respectively customer x and y in a user-based setting. In an item-based setting,
and
represent respectively the purchase of product x and y by customer i. ̅̅̅ and ̅̅̅ represent respectively the mean
purchase rate of customer x and customer y in a user-based setting. In an item-based setting, ̅̅̅
and ̅̅̅ refer to the mean purchase rate of product x and product y. Ixy, Ix and Iy represent the set
of products bought by respectively customer x and y, customer x and customer y.
Equation (3) represents Jaccard’s formula for calculating similarity between two binary purchase vectors. In this formula
is the number of products bought by both customer x and y
in a user-based setting. In an item-based setting,
represents the number of customers
purchased both product x and y.
represents the number of products bought by at least
one of both customers in a user-based setting. In an item-based setting,
represents the
number of customers who purchased at least one of the products x and/or y.

3 Setup of an Experimental Design
To analyze the link between input characteristics of the binary purchase input matrix and algorithm variations, a 5 x 2 x 3 between-subjects experimental design is constructed. The conditions of the experiment are the algorithm variations as discussed in related research. All algorithm variations are tested on 54 synthetic datasets with different input characteristics [20, 21],
which are discussed in paragraph 3.1. Afterwards, results are calculated and algorithms are

compared to obtain robust results identifying the best algorithm combination for given input
characteristics.

3.1 Input Data Characteristics
Every binary implicit data matrix is unique and has its own characteristics. These characteristics can influence the optimal algorithm configuration, discussed in paragraph 3.2 and the final
results of the model. In this proposed study, three important data characteristics are investigated
on synthetic datasets: sparsity level, purchase distribution over products and item/user ratio.
Synthetic Data Characteristics. In order to mimic real-life situations, 54 synthetic datasets,
characterized by six levels of sparsity, three different purchase distributions and three distinct
item/user ratios, are created.
Sparsity levels. Sparsity levels are artificially created to mimic possible real-life situations.
Since a typical recommendation setting consists of very sparse input matrices, six sparsity
levels are variable between 95% and 99.50% [20, 22, 23].
Purchase Distribution. Purchases typically show a long tailed distribution over products. Some
popular items are bought frequently, but most items are purchased only a few times [10]. In the
study, the input is varied from a logarithmic distribution, having a very long tail over a linear
distribution with a moderate tail to a uniform distribution.
Item/User Ratio. A last manipulated input characteristic is the item/user ratio. By simply varying the number of rows of the binary input matrix, the ratio adjusts [20]. The synthetic datasets
consist of 1 000 items, but the number of customers is adjusted. The number of users is set to
500, 1 000 and 2 000, resulting in item/user ratios of respectively 2, 1 and 0.5.
Synthetic Data Generation. Although the aim of the datasets is to be generic and generalizable, a certain structure needs to be inherently present in the data to be able to discover patterns.
To create this structure, the correlation matrix of a binary purchase dataset of a European Etailor is mimicked in the synthetic datasets.
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Equation 4 shows the relationship between the correlation, from the test dataset, the marginal probabilities and pairwise joint probabilities between two item vectors i and j [24].
indicates the correlation between vector i and j, and represent the marginal probabilities of
item i and j, and denote (
) and (
) and
represents the pairwise joint probabilities between vector i and j. Based on equation 4 purchase probabilities of each synthetic
product (item vector) can be generated for a certain number synthetic customers. For each
[
], where C stand for the number
synthetic product i a purchase probability vector
of customers, can be generated.
Next to taking into account the correlation structure, the described step gives the ability to
control the item/user ratio and sparsity level. By setting the number of customers (C), the
item/user ratio is regulated. By adjusting the marginal purchase probabilities by a constant,
sparsity is set. The same constant should be applied to every item to not to disrupt the purchase
probability structure.

Purchase probabilities are continuous elements in [0, 1], whereas a binary input matrix
should be created. Transforming the purchase probability vector to a binary purchase vector
[
] can be done by applying a threshold. Every element
is defined by equation
5.
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{
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Implementing equations 4 and 5 gives the possibility to create binary item purchase vectors
accounting for item/user ratio and sparsity. To be able to vary the purchase distribution, functional thresholds f(i), as described in equations 6, 7 and 8, are applied. Each of these equations
results in different structures of the binary input matrix.
Firstly, a logistic function is applied as threshold to create a logarithmic distribution of purchase frequencies of each item. The resulting distribution is characterized by a limited number
of products frequently purchased and a lot of products only purchased a few time.
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Secondly, a linear function is imposed to give the purchase distribution a linear structure.
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(
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Finally, a constant is set as threshold to create a uniform purchase distribution.
()

(8)

3.2 Experimental Setup
To get a better notion which algorithms perform best in combination with certain input characteristics, different algorithm configurations are calculated on input datasets discussed above.
The algorithms are based on memory-based CF, but differ in dimension reduction method, CF
method (item- vs. user-based) and similarity measure, as discussed in the related research section.
The used data reduction methods are SVD, NMF, LPCA and CA. Together with the none
reduced purchase matrix, five different input matrices for the collaborative filtering algorithm
are created. Item- and user based CF are used as CF-method and cosine, Pearson correlation
and Jaccard’s similarity constitute the three measures for similarity calculation.
Combining the discussed algorithm configuration elements gives the opportunity to create a
5 x 2 x 3 between-subjects experimental design. Different experimental conditions are constructed by combining each time one of the five proposed reduction techniques with user- or
item-based CF and one of the three discussed similarity measures. To make the results generalizable and valid, tests are run on the 54 synthetic datasets. In total 1620 individual runs with
different input characteristic – algorithm configuration combinations are executed.

3.3 Evaluation Metrics
Results of different CF configurations on different binary input matrices can be assessed using
accuracy measures. This allows comparing the performance of the used algorithm variations on
input matrices with a variety of specific characteristics.
To evaluate the algorithms, Top-N recommendations consisting of 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,
70, 80, 90, 100, 150 and 200 items are considered. The accuracy of the predictions is expressed
in terms of F1-measure [11], calculated on a random test sample consisting of 20% of the input
dataset.

4 Results
Firstly, this study investigates the best algorithm configuration (data reduction technique, CFmethod and similarity measure) in general, without taking dataset characteristics into account.
This will result in an evaluation of the best overall configuration. Secondly, the best algorithm
configuration for each dataset separately is investigated. By comparing different champion
models and good alternatives, for datasets with distinct input characteristics, conclusions can be
draw with respect to the best input characteristic – algorithm variation combination.
Method. To evaluate the effect of the different algorithm configurations on the different synthetic datasets an ANCOVA analysis is run.
(9)
.
Equation 9 presents the ANCOVA model that allows analyzing the main and interaction effects of reduction technique (RM), CF-method (CFM) and similarity measure (SM). Selection
size (SS) is included as a covariate to control for different top-N selections. The inclusion of the
covariate makes it possible to evaluate the F1-measures for every selection size in one analysis
instead of repeating single ANOVA’s for each top-N.
Best overall configuration. Analyzing the main effects of reduction technique, CF-method and
similarity measure results in an evaluation of the best overall setting of each of the three algorithm variation parameters. Results show reduction method (F4, 252 = 121.95, p = < .0001), CFmethod (F1, 252 = 154.59, p = < .0001) and similarity measure (F2, 252 =368.09, p = < .0001) have
a significant impact on the F1 performance of the model.
CA is the significantly best performing data reduction method, followed by NMF and SVD,
which do not significantly differ from each another. LPCA performs significantly worse than
mentioned reduction techniques, but significantly outperforms models based on the none reduced matrix. In terms of CF-method, item-based CF significantly outperforms the user-based
method. Similarity measures also show a significant difference. Correlation and cosine similarity are performing similar, while both measures significantly outperform Jaccard’s similarity.
Best configuration within datasets. The ANCOVA analysis is run separately for each of the
54 synthetic datasets with 299 different model configurations (observations). The analysis
results in a champion model, based on F1 performance, for each synthetic dataset with different
input characteristics. Tables 1, 2 and 3 visualize the results. Beneath the tables, models not
significantly differing from the champions are listed.
CF-Method. In the tables, only item-based algorithms are listed as champions. This indicates
that, regardless the characteristics, item-based CF outperforms user-based CF for each dataset.
Similarity Measure. The absence of models using Jaccard’s measure in the tables indicates that
these algorithms perform significantly worse than models with cosine and Pearson correlation
similarity measures. For each dataset having a model with cosine (correlation) as champion
model, the correlation (cosine) alternative does not significantly differ. This observation indicates that cosine and correlation similarity are statistically interchangeable. For 24 datasets,
correlation constitutes the champion model. In 30 cases, cosine delivers the best results.

Table 1. Champion models for datasets with an item/user ratio of 2 (= 500 users) in function
of sparsity and distribution
Sparsity
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.995
1
2

Logistic
CA / Item / Corr 1
CA / Item / Corr 1
CA / Item / Corr 1
CA / Item / Corr 1
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 3
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 3

CA / Item / Cos
CA / Item / Corr

3
4

Distribution
Linear
CA / Item / Cos 1 / 3 / 4 / 5
CA / Item / Cos 1 / 3 / 4 / 5
CA / Item / Corr 1
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 3
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 3
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 3 / 4

Uniform
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 3
CA / Item / Corr 1
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 3
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 3
5

NMF / Item / Cos, Corr
None / Item / Cos, Corr

6

SVD / Item / Cos, Corr
LPCA / Item / Cos, Corr

Table 2. Champion models for datasets with an item/user ratio of 1 (=1 000 users) in function
of sparsity and distribution
Sparsity
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.995
1
2

Logistic
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 5
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Corr 1
CA / Item / Corr 1

CA / Item / Cos
CA / Item / Corr

3
4

Distribution
Linear
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 4 / 5
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 4 / 5
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 5
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 3

NMF / Item / Cos, Corr
None / Item / Cos, Corr

5
6

Uniform
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Corr 2
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Corr 2 / 3
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 3 / 4
SVD / Item / Cos, Corr
LPCA / Item / Cos, Corr

Table 3. Champion models for datasets with an item/user ratio of 0.5 (=2 000 users) in function of sparsity and distribution
Sparsity
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.995
1
2

Logistic
SVD / Item / Cos 1 / 2 / 5
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 5
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 5
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Corr 1

CA / Item / Cos
CA / Item / Corr

3
4

Distribution
Linear
SVD / Item / Corr 1 / 2 / 4 / 5
SVD / Item / Cos 1 / 2 / 4 / 5
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 5
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 5
CA / Item / Cos 2
CA / Item / Cos 2

NMF / Item / Cos, Corr
None / Item / Cos, Corr

5
6

Uniform
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6
CA / Item / Cos 2 / 5
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 3
CA / Item / Corr 1
CA / Item / Corr 1 / 3

SVD / Item / Cos, Corr
LPCA / Item / Cos, Corr

Data Reduction Method. In 51 out of 54 datasets the champion model is based on a CA reduced
matrix, indicating this is the overall best reduction technique. For three datasets an algorithm
based on the SVD decomposed matrix gives the best results. For these models CA configurations are not performing significantly worse, indicating that CA configurations are good alternatives for the SVD based models in these three cases. This logic also goes the other way
round. Although CA reduction is the clear champion, in most cases other configurations are
performing statistically similar, meaning these models can serve as good alternatives.
Item-based models using cosine or correlation similarity based on the NMF reduced matrix
serve as good alternatives for CA configurations in 19 cases. Especially in datasets with a high

item/user ratio (2), NMF seems a good alternative. For 11 out of 18 datasets having an
item/user ratio of 2, NMF is not performing significantly worse than CA.
Creating a model based on the SVD reduced matrix is a statistically good input basis for 18
out of 54 datasets. Lower sparsity, gives a higher chance that SVD is a good alternative for CA,
especially in cases with a lower item/user ratio. The good performance of SVD in these cases is
emphasized by being the champion in datasets with sparsity 0.95 (and 0.96 only for linear distribution) and an item/user ratio of 0.5.
Using the the full none reduced matrix as input is a good alternative in 12 cases. All cases
represent linear or uniform distributions with mainly low sparsity levels (0.95 – 0.96). Watch
out that for datasets with these characteristics most configurations based on item-based CF and
cosine or correlation are statistically good alternatives.
LPCA reduced input matrices serve only a good alternative in 4 cases. For these 4 datasets,
being cases with low sparsity and a linear or uniform distribution, all models using item-based
CF and cosine or correlation similarity are performing significantly similar. This indicates that
LPCA can be seen as the data reduction technique resulting in the least good accuracy results.

5 Discussion and Future Work
The presented prediction accuracy results, measured by the F1-statistic, indicate that item-based
CF outperforms user-based CF and cosine and Pearson correlation give the same results but
beat Jaccard based models. As data reduction technique CA gives the best results, but in some
specific input characteristic cases NMF, SVD or the none reduced matrix can serve a good
alternative.
Results presented in this study only take the F1-measure into account. To broaden the scope
of the analysis, extra evaluation metrics will be analyzed in the next steps of the project. For
prediction accuracy recall, precision and ROC-curve will be considered next to the F1-measure.
Ranking accuracy will be measured using Kendalls Tau-C. Next to accuracy, item coverage,
computation time and diversity (Intra-List Similarity) will be analyzed to get a complete outlook of each input characteristic – algorithm configuration combination.
To validate the results of this study, the discussed experimental design will be replicated on
10 real-life datasets of a leading European E-tailor.
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